NEWSLETTER 2013

Dear members and friends of Caravan 2000,
enclosed hereby you will find the newsletter, which informs you about:
 The projects that took place in 2012 and 2013
 The development of „Network Caravan 2000“
 The board meeting of Caravan 2000/international in Antalya



Plans starting from October 2013

Magda Skiba
President of Caravan 2000
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Irmela von Toerne
Projectcoordinator

1. Projects in 2012 and 2013
Israel: As in recent years AKIM-Jerusalem (www.akim-jerusalem.org.il) 2013 welcomed volunteers
of all ages for periods of between 3 months to 2 years. The volunteers came from Mexico, South
Africa, Switzerland, Germany, the Nederlands, UK, Argentina, USA, Trinidad, Ukraine, Poland and
India. With extraordinary dedication they worked in several social projects and helped to improve
the client´s quality of life.
"Miles for Smiles": (www.akim-jerusalem.org.il/kilometrim" - In 2013 AKIM-Jerusalem carried out its
11th, annual, 3-day, 90 kilometer, sponsored Trek as a method of fundraising: The participants pay
a registration fee and commit themselves to collect donations of at least $1,800 from friends, family
and associates in the coming year. Like every year the route was chosen by a volunteer-committee,
which tested it out in advance to be sure, that it would not be too hard or too easy. In 2013, 40
persons, aged 12-68 years from Israel and England hiked through the Carmel forest, to collect
money for the clients of AKIM. On the first day they were accompanied by the ambassador of
Australia, Ms. Andrea Faulkner. Till now. a net profit of EU 41.890 was received. This amount will
increase in the coming months, because a number of participants continue to collect also beyond
their initial commitment.
The collected money will be used for


Supporting families with at least one member with disabilites in collaboration with
representatives of the local welfare authorities



Renovating some of the sheltered appartments of AKIM-Jerusalem, in which people with
disabilites live.



Additional services and infrastructure to improve their quality of life of the increasing
number of old people with disabilities in AKIM-Jerusalem's living arrangements

Austria: Students of the nurses' training school from BBZ in Augsburg/Deutschland carried out a
four week internship in the „Seniorenresidenz“ (living facility for old people) of the Austrian „Young
Workers Federation“ (ÖJAB) in Vienna.
Young people from Austria, Hungary, Spain, Italy and Turkey participated in a workshop in the
frame of YOUTH IN ACTION „Not far Away“ in Karaman/Türkei. The hosting partner organisation
as „Mugla Gebclik Merkezi“, youth club Mugla/Türkei.
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The same agency organized a training course for young people from Austria, Bulgaria, Portugal,
Spain and Turkey with the theme „Nature and sustainable Environmental Protection“. This project
was also funded by YOUTH IN ACTION programme. Additional projects of ÖJAB can be found at:
www.oejab.at.
Türkei: The programme Best Buddies was been initiated in 1993 in the USA. It is based on the
belief that people with intellectual disabilities would have much more and better chances for
successful participation, if people without disabilities would include them into their daily life as
equals. Meanwhile the programme has members all over the world. Those members are
organisations of the civil society, schools, colleges, training centres and others. There are „Best
Buddies“-citizens, ambassadors and supporters. In Turkey several schools in Istanbul and one
school in Edirne/Anatolia (80.Yil Cumhuriyet Anatolian High School) are participating in this
particular programme. In March 13th 2013 the „Best Buddies Stories Awards“ was assigned to the
volunteers in Edirne.
On April 1st 2013 the school participated in the „Day of Autism Awareness’’ and the participants
marched through Edirne, which was the city's public commitment to the project.
Ercan Tutal, director of Dream´s Academy and member of Caravan 2000 is executive director of
Best Buddies/Turkey: www.bestbuddiesturkey.org; http://www.teambestbuddies.net.

The Metin Sabancy Center (MSC) of the Spastic Children´s Foundation of Turkey initiated
the project „I live with my CP“. The programme targets children and youngsters with cerebral
palsy, aged 1 to 20, residents of Istanbul. The programme offers: Seminars for families, visiting
rehabilitation-services and day-centred events for 100 children and youngsters with CP. The project
is receiving governmetal funding for 1 year. The programme's highlight will be a big event on the
Taksim Place in Istanbul on the World-CP-Day. The event aims to widen the awareness of the
people in Turkey regarding their fellow men and women with disabilities.
Another project of MSC aims to improve the chances of people with disabilities on the labor-market:
90 young people with disabilites, between 15 and 29 years old, are provided with training-courses
in the field of information and communication technology, followed by internships in appropriate
companies. The objective is that at least 70% of the graduates will be employed.
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On December 19th 2012 the Turkish IB-daughter IBETH signed the contract to acquire the
partner´s interest of the firm Alyada. Alyada is operating agency of Melekler Egitim Özel Okulu,
a private special school for children with disabilites in the middle of Antalya. Michael Thiele and
Tarik Bitlis, both directors of IBETH, signed the sale contracts after a long time of preparation. The
relatively new school is able to welcome up to 400 childen and juvenils. Currently there are 244 and
the demand is increasing. 26 members of staff are looking forward to professional exchanges with
the staff of IB Behindertenhilfe in 2013 in the years to come.
From April 06th - 07th 2013 delegates with and without disabilities came together in Istanbul for
the general assembly of the World Disability Union (WDU). Germany was represented by the
Internationaler Bund e.V. Tarik Bitlis, director of IBETH GmbH and Alyada A.G. was elected
to the board for the health committee and the consulting committee.

Germany: In the frame of a German-Russion expert-exchange the AKTION MENSCH project of
Behindertenhilfe/Hessen and the parent-organisation „Domino“ from Lomonossow was
completed and evaluated.
In June 2013 specialists from IB Behindertenhilfe/Hessen went to Nis/Serbia, for the opening of
a Contact and Information Centre for people with various kinds of disabilities and their families in
cooperation with the local parent organisation United in Diversity. Among others, day programs,
like a mosaic and creativity workshop are planned. The opening-celebration took place on June 4th
2013 in Nis.
Five people with disabilities and their carers from IB Behindertenhilfe Hessen met a Polish group
in Februar 2013 on the manor of the Kreisau-Foundation in Lower Silesia for a joint creativity
workshop.
IB Brandenburg, FIZ-Neuenhagen carried out several internships in the frame of the
LifeLongLearning/Leonardo da Vinci programme in 2012 and 2013 as in the years before:
In Octobre/Novembre, seven construction workers and gardeners worked on the old olive mill of the
Spanish partner Mosaic, in Can Oliveras/Catalunya. In addition, they completed internships in a
garden- and construction centre near Besalú.
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In November/December, ten hotel-service trainees went to Istanbul for 3 weeks, where they
worked in hotels in the old town. IBETH was the hosting partner.
A group of all together ten painters and woodworkers in training renovated a special school for
children with disabilities in Antalya in April 2013. Again IBETH was the host partner. More
information about this project can be found at: http://dieholzmaler.npage.de.
Six painter-trainees carried out a 3-week internship in Espoo/Finnland in April 2013 with the longterm host partner OMNIA.
On the occasion of its 20th anniversary IB FIZ-Neuenhagen organized the project "Europe on
the Move – Join in!". The event took place in Neuenhagen from June 11th – June 19th 2013. The
participants were young people with social disadvantages from Ireland, Poland, France, Germany
and Italy. The programme included sports and games, cultural events and the highlight was an
international soccer-tournament. The deserving winner was the Ballyfermot team from
Dublin/Ireland, followed by the team of CESIE from Palermo/Italy. The best scorer was Lee Smith
from Ballyfermot/ Dublin with 29:0(!) goals and the best goalkeeper: Eduard Kisser from
Neuenhagen/Germany.

The Irish team

The Italian team

The project was funded by YOUTH IN ACTION/1.1.
In the framework of a cultural youth exchange between „Berlin Massive e.V.“ and „Urban Art
Projects“ from New Delhi and Mumbai (Bombay), a group of young art-students from India
visited Germany. They spent the day on June 27th 2013 in the Youthcentre BLAUPAUSE in
Neuenhagen. The programme started with a meal, followed by an exchange of introductory
information. Later on the young people created several thematic graffiti walls, guided by the graffiti
artist Pekor.
For Neuenhagen and the youngsters of the Blaupause this meeting was an extraordinary,
unforgetable experience.
Lithuania: Since September 2012 our partner Dienos Centras is working on the project
"Explore. Dream. Discover". It is funded by the programme YOUTH IN ACTION 2/EVS. The
participants are young people with learning disabilities and youngsters without disabilities (the
volunteers) from 4 European countries. The volunteers work in the day-care-centre of Dienos
Centras in Panevezys.
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Another project in the framework of YOUTH IN ACTION 2/EVS, titled "Change the World",
began in June 2013. A group of four young volunteers with disadvantages from Spain, Portugal and
Lithuania travel to one of the partner countries to support people with disabilities in their daily
activities. They stay for 2 weeks under the motto: "Let you change the world, but don't let the
world change you!"

From August 2012 until December 2013, Dienos Centras is organizing a project of adult-learning,
funded by the programme Northplus Adult Learning with the title: "Get a New Streamline!".
The theme is sexual education for young people with learning- and multiple disabilities. The target
group are care staff members who work with this particular group of people. Among others a guide
on sex education for young people with learning disabilities will be prepared.

A youth exchange under the title: "Acting out" took place in June 2013 with participants with and
without disabilities from Lithuania, Danmark and Cyprus. The exchange was funded by YOUTH IN
ACTION/1.1.
The youth initiative "Building Bridges", funded by YOUTH IN ACTION 1.2, is making it possible
for 20 young people with and without disabilities from Cyprus and Lithuania to connect with one
another and engage in common activities for about 15 months.
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The programme LifeLongLearning/Leonardo da Vinci supports the VETPRO project "Go to
Goal – Transnational Learning Experiences to Strengthen Informal Learning in Social
Work."
Greece: From January till June 2013 18 young people with intellectual impairments from Greece
and Sweden worked on the theme „Social Participation of People with Disabilities“ in the frame of a
youth-initiative, funded by YOUTH IN ACTION/1.2. The project "Step by STEP, Side by Side" took
place in Stockholm and in Athens, where the participants collected examples of „good practice“ in
which people with disabilities are included equally in work, leisure-time and active citizenship. The
partners were ESTIA/Athens and Lindeparken Gymnasiesärskola/Stockholm.
From May 15th – June 7th 2013 ESTIA hosted 2 interns of a Swedish organisation for adult
learning.
Latvia: Unfortunately our partner for many years, Dzivesspeks was driven into insolvency and the
organisation was disbanded. We hope that we will be able to continue our cooperation with Latvia
with another interested NGO.
India: Our Indian partner i Watch is currently working on several projects in the field of
education, education-technology, professional training and clean drinking water:


Mind-Set-Change for Youth & Civil Society through the book „Transforming India“ free Download with www.wakeupcall.org.



Employment Generation for the Unemployed: Development of training-concepts and
training-centres in the fields of services, manufacturing and agriculturing.



Digital School Education– E-learning educationsystem via TV, without Computer or
Internet access. Www.e-class.in or www.eclassonline.in.



Internet based higher secondary education in physics, chemistry and maths for the classes
9, 10, 11 and 12. Support is offered by the e-teacher of the platform Dynamind in 11
Indian languages. Www.Aasanka.com and www.i2k.in.



Enterprise Skills Development, ESD or Coaching in Entrepreneurship for Individuals,
schools & colleges. http://www.enterprise-education.in and www.deispune.org.



Community based Safe Drinking, Cooking, Bathing and Swimming Water.

Furthermore i Watch is working on promoting an attitude-adjustment of the civil society in several
fields of education, the Mantra for Inclusive Growth:


Translate all Central Government websites into the main 12 Indian languages.



Concentrate on Pre-Primary, Primary & Secondary education.



Concentrate on Enterprise Skills Development.



Concentrate on Skills Development, Vocational Training and Employment generation
projects.
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Implement the Recommendations of Sam Pitroda of the National Knowledge Commission.
The NKC has made very valid suggestions regarding all forms of higher, technical, medical
and agricultural education in India. These need to be implemented ASAP.



Solutions for Education Technologies, Vocational Training and Enterprise Skills.

Sweden: From March 17th – March 24th the Swedish partner Lindeparken Gymnasiesärskola
carried out a winterproject in Orsa/Schweden: Young people from Lithuania, Poland, Germany and
Sweden learned skiing, enjoyed dog-sledding and got to know each other via games, sports and
jointly cooking. Till now the youngsters are in contact via facebook and Skype.

A website has been developed: winteradventure.wordpress.com.
Funding came from YOUTH IN ACTION 1.1.
Ireland: The Irish partner Ballyfermot Youth Service conducted an international seminar from
May 9th - 13rd 2013 in Dublin. Title: Past, Present, Future. Experts from Ireland, Poland,
Lithuania, Austria, Turkey, Italy, Malta and Germany evaluated recent projects and planned common
activities for the next 2 years. The seminar was funded by YOUTH IN ACTION/4.3.

2. The project “Network Caravan 2000”
The members of the „Network Caravan 2000“ came together in Octobre 2012 in Bernau, near
Berlin, to plan for the project „ ELLA ‐ A European Lifelong Learning Academy – An Education
Offensive For People With Disabilities„. The meeting was made possible thanks to funds made
available by the YOUTH IN ACTION Programm.
At this meeting, IB Behindertenhilfe agreed to apply for funding from the
LifeLongLearningProgramm/Grundtvig in Brussels on behalf of all the members of the "Caravan
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2000 Federation" and did so successfully! Only two applications of the 12 that were submitted to
the Grundtvig Programm were approved.

This is a big success for IB‐Behindertenhilfe
and Caravan 2000!
It means, that IB Behindertenhilfe, together with its 19
partner organisations will get about 460.000,‐ € from the
European Union over a 36 months period. The total cost
of the project, including the matching funds that our
members will add, amounts to 612.000,‐ €. The start of
activities is forseen for October 2013, and the first big event will be held in November 2013 in the
Educational Centre Hadamar/Germany.
Summary of the ELLA Project

The ELLA (European Life Long Learning Academy) project will offer a variety of cutting‐edge
examples of inclusive adult‐education for people with and without disabilities: 20 organisations
from 12 European countries and one third country (Israel) will develop, administer, evaluate and
disseminate information on six different educational and methodical approaches to inclusive adult
education. The Caravan members will cooperate in conducting a series of international exchanges
and workshops, inspired by the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.
ELLA aspires to bring inclusive education one step further and become the trademark for Inclusion
in European adult education.
In the implementation stage of the particular project components outlined in ELLA, people with
disabilities will act as experts. They will be adult education teachers, provide self‐reports and
determine the choices and preferences of their own professional and social lives. This method
reverses the roles that are characteristic of traditional, integrative education. Furthermore,
curricula will be developed, which address the basic needs of every human beeing: Self
determination in private life, work, housing, sexuality and having children. These themes are
usually not addressed in adult education, and were, until now, considered taboo.
Because of the big number of participating countries, ELLA is able to maintain a balance between
the inputs of both the old and the new members of the EU as well as between the EU and the
candidating countries. This guarantees that best‐practice‐experiences will be identified,
transmitted and emulated. Thanks to the participation of Muslim, Jewish and Christian members,
ELLA will remain sensitive to and promote intercultural approaches.
Ella will be conducted by the Caravan 2000 Federation, which has demonstrated its intercultural
experience and competence since many years in uncountable joint projects. This ensures that the
purpose will not be a singular project, but a project that will reinforce the current network's
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sustainability and allow the Caravan 2000 Fedration to continue operating after the end of the
current EU funding.

ELLA stands for
Continuity and Inclusion, Equality and Multicultural Life in Europe!

3. The Boardmeeting in Antalya in March 2013
From March 07th – 10th 2013 the new board of Caravan 2000 came together in Antalya/Turkey,
to discuss the current projects of Caravan 2000. Another central theme was the barrierfree access
to the Caravan´s websites, which should be established in the frame of the current project
Network Caravan 2000, funded by YOUTH IN ACTION/4.3.
The meeting took place in the Melekler-School, so the board toured the school, learning how the
teaching concept and the programm works. On March 09th 2013, press, radio and tv was invited to
report about the school and the international activities of Caravan 2000. A drumming group of
people with and without disabilities connected the participants perfectly without words.

The board with the Turkish hosts

The drum group

4. Plans starting from October 2013
Malta: The St. Margaret´s College is planning for an inclusive project in the frame of YOUTH IN
ACTION/1.1 in summer 2014. Title: "Life is Fire". Young people with and without disabilities
from Ireland, Germany, Lithuania, Austria and Poland will be invited. The program will include:
Dance performances, music and other artistic forms of expression .
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Germany: IB Behindertenhilfe/Hessen is planning for youth- and expert-exchanges with an
organisation from Karelia, with AKIM-Jerusalem/Israel, Djerela/Ukraine and partnerorganisations in Turkey in 2013 and 2014.
On the occasion of its 20th anniversary IB FIZ-Neuenhagen will organize an international
conference from Octobre 09th - 13th 2013 in Bernau near Berlin. Title: All Inclusive? - Theory and
Practice of Inclusion for People with Disabilities in Europe. People with and without
disabilities from 18 organisations from 11 European countries will be invited. The patroness of
Caravan 2000 in the federal state of Brandenburg, Mrs. Dr. Dagmar Enkelmann, member of the
German parliament, will give the inaugural addresss. The project will be funded by YOUTH IN
ACTION/4.3.
Poland: From Octobre 2013 the Polish partner PSOUU will organize a 2-year-long learning
partnership in the frame of the LifeLongLearningProgramme/Grundtvig. The project with the
title eXproviSing is inclusive for people of all ages and disabilities and focusses on the use of
music as a media for lifelong learning. Participating countries are Poland, UK(Scotland). Italy and
Germany. The activities will take place alternating in the partner countries.
Israel: The sponsored Trek Miles and Smiles 2014 is currently in preparation and will be held in the
time between March 25th– March 27th 2014.

Greece: In the frame of YOUTH IN ACTION/4.3 ESTIA will organize a training course with the
titel: “It is your European Right”. Target group are people with disabilites and their educators
form Greece, Lithuania, Sweden and Finland. The project will be conducted in cooperation with the
centre for environment education in Kleitoria and the Ministry for Education.
It is forseen to set up a link between the fostering of environmental awareness and the
development of „green skills“/ The purpose is to find an alternative for the traditional understanding
of employability and thus to open the door for people with disabilities to the labor market in the field
of environmental protection. The training is based on informal methods, like experimental learning
in combination with outdoor activities as an avenue to a healthy life-style as well as a path to social
inclusion. Timeframe: September 2013.

From November 15th - 22nd 2013 Estia is planning for the workshop "Learn, how easy it is
to read." It will be funded by the LifeLongLearningProgramme/Grundtvig. The targeted
group will be 20 members of the staff from institutions of adult learning. An expert from the
Swedish Easy to Read-Foundation will present concrete knowledge and methods with a
particular focus on the „Easy to Read“ methods and the role of social media.
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